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Across many scientific disciplines, direct replication efforts and meta-analyses have fuelled concerns on the replicability of
findings. Ecology and evolution are similarly affected. Investigations into the causes of this lack of replicability have implicated
a suite of research practices linked to incentives in the current publishing system. Other fields have taken great strides
to counter incentives that can reward obfuscation –chiefly by championing transparency. But how prominent are protransparency (open science) policies in herpetology journals? We use the recently developed Transparency and Openness
Promotion (TOP) Factor to assess the transparency promotion of 19 herpetology journals, and compare the TOP scores
to broader science. We find promotion of transparent practices currently lacking in many herpetological journals; and
encourage authors, students, editors, and publishers to redouble efforts to bring open science practices to herpetology by
changing journal policy, peer-review, and personal practice. We promote an array of options –developed and tested in other
fields– demonstrated to counter publication bias, boost research uptake, and enable more transparent science, to enrich
herpetological research.
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INTRODUCTION

transparency can counter a suite of incentivised
questionable research practices –ranging from the
seemingly benign, through questionable, to the
demonstrably unethical (Ware & Munafò, 2015)– that
are suggested to amplify the variation in, and undermine
the replicability of, results. The publishing system
incentivises researchers to produce novel, significant
results that can be presented within a clean singlearticle narrative (Brembs, 2019; Fanelli, 2012; O’Boyle
et al., 2014). In particular we see prestigious journals
prioritising exciting, novel studies with large effects,
rather than those undertaking rigorous and replicable
science (Barto & Rillig, 2012; Brembs, 2019).
Despite near universal desire to follow best practice
in research, the system’s prioritisation of significant
results (inadvertently) encourages detrimental research
practices such as p-hacking, HARKing, and cherrypicking (Cairo et al., 2020; Forstmeier et al., 2017;
Fraser et al., 2018). P-hacking is repeatedly testing the
same data using different methods until a “significant”
result is obtained, paired with failure to report repeated
testing. HARKing (Hypothesising After Results Known)
is reporting an unexpected result as expected, a way
of ensuring a confirmatory result, possibly rationalised
by “hindsight bias” on the part of the researchers
(Forstmeier et al., 2017). Cherry-picking covers scenarios
where researchers fail to report all variables or data

A

cross scientific disciplines replication efforts have
revealed marked deviation from previously observed
results (Freedman et al., 2015; Kelly, 2019; Open Science
Collaboration, 2015); this lack of replicability, as shown
in medical fields, can incur huge costs and impact
human health (Freedman et al., 2015). Despite relatively
infrequent efforts to test replicability in ecology and
evolution (Kelly, 2019; Schnitzer & Carson, 2016), several
examples exist of apparently well-documented effects
being brought into question by larger scale replications
and meta-analyses (Clark et al., 2020; Roche et al., 2020;
Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) suggesting
that ecology and evolution must be similarly wary of
irreplicable results.
The research community has begun questioning the
causes behind observed inconsistencies in results, and
exploring options on how to guarantee a more verifiable
body of findings. Building a robust body of literature
avoids wasting limited research resources (Grainger et
al., 2019), correctly informs decisions, and maintains
wider trust in science (Anvari & Lakens, 2018).
Partly as a result of fears over irreplicability, we
are seeing a change in how researchers and publishers
work, namely a shift towards greater transparency
and openness in published results. Shifts to greater
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tested, consigning non-significant variables or outliers to
a file-drawer. All three practices are implicated in causing
irreplicable results in other fields. Ecology and evolution,
and by extension herpetology, are not insulated from the
incentives encouraging detrimental research practices
(Fraser et al., 2018).
Open science (transparency) provides a way of
countering these questionable practices, while also
presenting an opportunity to increase the value of
scientific articles. Scientific articles often serve as
currency for research careers (Rice et al., 2020), and play
a central role in incentivising research practices good and
bad (Brembs, 2018; Fanelli, 2010; Nosek et al., 2012).
Implementing transparent practices in articles benefits
researchers by building a more efficient workflow,
boosting citation rates, increasing publication chances,
and enhancing research reputation (Allen & Mehler,
2018; Markowetz, 2015; Piwowar & Vision, 2013).
Integrating more transparent practices into research
is feasible without journal support, but journal policy can
enhance normalising transparency (Nilsen et al., 2020;
Roche et al., 2015). Aligning journal policy to normative
ends may not be new, but recent efforts to combat
opaque practices are exemplified by the Transparency
and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines (Nosek et
al., 2015); http://cos.io/top). The guidelines aim to
help journals implement transparent policies, while
also providing a framework (TOP Factor) for assessing
journals’ adherence to transparent policies. Although
moves towards more transparent practices are new, the
implemented solutions do indeed appear to be reducing
publication bias and associated false positive rates (Allen
& Mehler, 2018; Kaplan & Irvin, 2015; Scheel et al., 2020;
Toth et al., 2020).
Herpetology—the study of reptiles and amphibians—
covers a broad spectrum of disciplines, from anatomy
and physiology, to genetics, evolution, and ecology. If
there are replicability issues in the broader fields, then
they likely exist in herpetology, yet journal practices
targeted at mitigating reproducibility issues have yet to
be examined. To understand to what extent herpetology
journals currently promote open science practices, we
explored how current journal policies adhere to the TOP
Factor framework. We then use these findings to promote
a number of changes, demonstrated by other fields, to
improve openness and hopefully enrich herpetology.

a policy if they only encourage adherence, or say nothing
regarding the practice (original scoring rubric: https://
osf.io/t2yu5/).
1. D ata citation - Journals are required to supply
guides on how to cite data. Scores of 2 for stricter
enforcement measures, and 3 for delaying article
publication until citations standards are met.
2. D ata transparency - Journal articles must state
whether data is available and where. Scores of 2
for stricter enforcement measures such as requiring
data is stored in an approved data repository, and 3
for delaying article publication until data is openly
available and analysis results are independently
reproduced.
3. Analytic code transparency - Journal articles must
state whether code is available and where. Higher
scores for stricter enforcement measures, following
the standards of data transparency.
4. Materials transparency - Journal articles must state
whether materials are available and where. Higher
scores for stricter enforcement measures, following
the standards of data transparency.
5. Design and analysis guidelines - Journal must clearly
state design transparency standards. Scores for 2 for
requiring adherence to transparency standards, and
3 for enforcing adherence, both during review and
publication.
6. Study preregistration - Journal articles must state
whether a preregistration exists and where it can be
accessed. Scores of 2 if the journal also mandates
access to preregistration during peer-review, and 3
for requiring preregistration (with associated link)
and adding a pre-registration “badge” to articles.
7. Analysis plan preregistration - Same standards as
study preregistration, but limited to the analysis
phase.
8. R eplication - Journal encourages replication
studies. Scores of 2 for encouraging replication
while implementing results blind review, and 3 for
facilitating the submission of registered reports.
9. Registered reports - Journals state that an article’s
publication chance is not impacted by significance
or novelty. Scores of 2 for implementing results
blind reviews, and 3 for facilitating the submission of
registered reports.
10. Open science badges - Journal awards articles with
one or two open science badges. Higher score if all
three badges are implemented. Maximum score of 2.
N.b. open science “badges” are labels journals apply
to individuals articles (both in html and pdf versions)
that signify that an article adheres to certain open
science practices (Blohowiak et al., 2020; https://osf.
io/tvyxz/).

METHODS
We produced a list of herpetology journals by searching
for herpeto* using Scimago Journal and Country Rank
(https://www.scimagojr.com/ accessed 2020-02-21).
We attempted to retrieve author guidelines from each
journal’s website. For those journals with accessible
author guidelines, we scored them according to the TOP
Factor (final n = 19; 3 exclusions).
TOP Factor scores journals on their adherence to ten
transparency policies (http://cos.io/top). All polices are
scored on a 0 to 3 scale, with the exception of policy 10
that has a maximum score of 2. Journals are scored 0 on

We also obtained the TOP scores pertaining to the 346
journals so far assessed (top-factor.csv (v. 11) data
obtained from https://osf.io/kgnva/, accessed on 202003-24). We compared our scores for herpetology journals
to the overall presence of open and transparent practices
in broader science.
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We used R v.3.5.3 (R Core Team, 2019) and R Studio
v.1.2.1335 (R Studio Team, 2019), in conjunction with the
dplyr v.0.8.4 (Wickham et al., 2019) and reshape2 v.1.4.3
(Wickham, 2007) packages for data manipulations, and
ggplot2 v.3.2.1 (Wickham, 2016) for data visualisation.
We made illustrative diagrams using Affinity Designer
v.1.8.3.641 (Serif, 2020).

RESULTS
Nineteen journals listed on Scimago Journal and Country
Rank had accessible author guideline URLs (see https://
osf.io/j4fyr/ [DOI: 10.17605/OSF.IO/J4FYR] for search
and assessment results). Our assessment of these 19
journals revealed that herpetology journals fare poorly
by TOP metrics. Sixteen of 19 journals assessed join
22 % (75/346) of journals (so far assessed) failing to score
a single TOP Factor point (Fig. 1). The overall mean (0.53
±0.37; n = 19; all ± denote standard error) and median
(0; n = 19) total scores for herpetology journals are lower
than those derived from the TOP dataset (mean = 4.92
±0.28; median = 3; n = 346; Fig. 2). The highest scores
achieved by herpetology journals were in the design and
analysis guidelines.

DISCUSSION
While herpetology journals fare poorly regarding
transparency policies, we have a distinct advantage in

tackling practices that compromise replicability. We can
quickly adopt methods, infrastructure, and guidelines
from other fields; a wealth of options are available with
transparency at their centre (Hampton et al., 2015; Parker
et al., 2016), and we can prioritise the most successful
and effort-effective solutions (Nuijten, 2019; Parker
& Nakagawa, 2014; Seigel, 2016; Voelkl et al., 2020).
A concerted effort by the entire research community
can maximise transparency, countering questionable
research practices, while boosting the value of every
study. Longer term changes will come with journal
support, but authors can lead the charge irrespective of
slow institution-level changes.
Complete reporting
Consistent and complete reporting of results is a simple
way of improving transparency. Reporting practices often
prove inadequate, missing key information (Archmiller
et al., 2020; Cassey et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2016), but
there are clear guides for what information to provide
and how best to present that information (Fidler et al.,
2018; Percie du Sert et al., 2019).
• M
 ake a study discoverable (including full indexing by
journals)
• Report a measure of spread with all means or medians
• Ensure all measures have units
• Include study location, use coordinates and state the
coordinate system

Figure 1. TOP scores of all 346 journals (grey points) plus 19 herpetology journals (orange points). Point locations are
jittered within each score category; therefore, point position within the category is not indicative of decimal score.
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Figure 2. Density of total TOP scores of 19 herpetology journals (orange fill) and 346 non-herpetology journals (grey
fill). Vertical lines indicate the mean (solid) and median (dotted) values for herpetology journals (orange) and nonherpetology journals (grey).
• Include spatial and temporal scale of study (i.e., study
site and plot extents, study duration –be as specific
as possible)
• Provide clear details on how means/medians are
calculated from the total sample or subsets
• Report sample size and confidence/credible intervals
for each statistical analysis
• Report all results regardless of outcome/significance
• Further suggestions can be found in Fidler et al.
(2018) and Gerstner et al. (2017)
By following best practice for reporting we can
maximise studies’ utility and thus optimise for metaanalysis inclusion (Hillebrand & Gurevitch, 2013; Nichols
et al., 2019). Ensuring that methods and statistics are
fully reported boosts reach and citations (Gerstner et
al., 2017). Low sample sizes result in underpowered
tests, variable effect sizes, and unreliable results that
exacerbate false positives (Barto & Rillig, 2012; Christie
et al., 2019; Forstmeier et al., 2017; Jennions & Møller,
2002). However, being able to combine these results from
small studies will be even more valuable in cases where
samples are limited by low-detection rates (Boback et al.,
2020; Durso & Seigel, 2015; Steen, 2010), technological
limitations (Wolfe et al., 2018), and logistical obstacles
(Christie et al., 2019). When fully and transparently
reported, smaller studies expand and refine broader
knowledge (Lemoine et al., 2016).
Full reporting through supplementary material can
support meta-analyses. Many journals have restrictions
on article length, often prompting us to prioritise the most
pertinent findings and to deprioritise others. Making
liberal use of supplementary material to report null
results, visualise data distributions, and report fruitless
exploratory analysis will keep null results present in the
literature (Forstmeier et al., 2017). Without such results,
meta-analyses can be biased towards positive significant
findings (Jennions & Møller, 2002), thus undermining the
maturation of knowledge.
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Open data
Data availability is the foundation of full reporting and
expands study legacy (Gerstner et al., 2017). Extremely
concerning findings from other disciplines connect the
resistance to data sharing (even at review) to wider
replication concerns; lack of data sharing hinders the
detection of fabricated data (Czarnitzki et al., 2015;
Miyakawa, 2020).
Sharing data on journal websites, or any website
without long-term storage infrastructure, leaves data
vulnerable to loss, change, and closure (e.g., Applied
Herpetology ceased 2010, Hamadryad ceased 2012). The
alternative is using dedicated data repositories (Whitlock,
2011). Data repositories (such as datadryad.org, Zenodo.
org and OSF.io) are flexible regarding file types and size,
as well as being considerably more durable, preserving
data well after journals disappear (Whitlock, 2011).
The monetary cost of using these repositories is low
to zero (Dryad: US$120 but subject to waivers, Zenodo:
Free, OSF: Free; Mislan et al., 2016). Researchers may be
reticent to spend the time depositing data. But following
existing guidance on data sharing (and ensuring its use
by others) can substantially reduce the effort (Borer
et al., 2009; Whitlock, 2011; Wilkinson et al., 2016).
Using platforms like OSF during the data collection and
collaborative phases can streamline final publication. In
a few clicks researchers can switch repositories’ visibility
from private to public, immediately achieving two key
points of open data:
• Store data on a stable repository
• Make data citable
Supplying adequate metadata (i.e., information
describing the dataset) and storing data in nonproprietary formats (e.g., for datasheets use .csv versus
.xlsx) maximises data utility. Metadata should fully explain
all data columns, provide details on missing data values,
and describe categorical variable codes, to fully enable
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third party data use. Using non-proprietary formats
maintains data readability and boosts accessibility for
researchers without expensive software. Improve data
sheet readability by:

2020). In its most reproducible form, code repositories
can combine with Docker (https://www.docker.com/) or
Binder (https://mybinder.org/) ensuring a re-runnable
workspace (workspace being the environment and files
associated with the code) capable of displaying analysis
and results independent of the original researchers’
workspace (Alston & Rick, 2020).
Doubts over one's coding ability can make us
reluctant to share. But realising that most code is
cobbled together until it works counters this fear: “...if
your code is good enough to do the job, then it is good
enough to release.” (Barnes, 2010). Errors in analysis
are inevitable, even for organisations like the Met Office
or NASA (Barnes, 2010; Ince et al., 2012). Sharing at
the earliest opportunity offers the simplest solution to
find and mitigate analytical errors. There is a wealth of
options for learning and finding coding support (Carey &
Papin, 2018; Cooper et al., 2017; White, 2015; Wilson et
al., 2014; Software Carpentry (http://software-carpentry.
org/; see Supplementary Table 1).

• Providing clear documentation
• Avoiding special characters (e.g., %, $, £, @)
• Restricting columns to a single data-type (e.g., binary,
interval, categorical, continuous)
• Standardising date formats (ideally the international
standard (ISO 8601) YYYY-MM-DD)
• Using descriptive file names
• Following further guidance by Borer et al. (2009).
Many data sharing best practices mirror those for
data management, and easier to implement prior to data
collection (Alston & Rick, 2020; see Supplementary Table
1). As ecological datasets grow in size and complexity,
metadata generation and data management are
becoming increasingly necessary skills (Hernandez et al.,
2012; Lewis et al., 2018). The British Ecological Society
provides concise guidelines and checklists to promote
a full suite of good data management practices (British
Ecological Society, 2014).

Resistance to sharing
There is resistance to sharing, namely due to fears
of scooping or competition (Anderson et al., 2007;
Blumenthal et al., 2006), high cost-to-benefit, and
exposing sensitive species. We feel these concerns can
be easily mitigated within current frameworks.
Short-term data embargoes can counter scooping,
where data is available to reviewers, and then opened
once researchers have completed further desired
analyses. Piwowar & Vision (2013)’s findings suggest
that one year embargoes would likely be adequate to
guarantee the original researchers exclusive access, as
third-party citations tend to occur at least two years after
publishing. We still discourage most cases of embargoes.
Immediate unfettered data access leads to immediate
benefits. The costs to researchers are low, but the
benefits are massive: boosting citation rates (Piwowar
& Vision, 2013), opening doors for new collaborations,
and enabling large scale synthesis projects (Hampton et
al., 2015; see Tucker et al. (2019) for an example of a
study enabled by data storage). Sharing generates new
questions, increases study reach, and informs future
study/analysis design –resulting in better questions,
quicker.
Protecting sensitive species’ locations is a legitimate
concern, as publication of new species localities has been
implicated in the damaging exploitation of herpetofauna
(Auliya et al., 2016; Stuart et al., 2006). Such concerns
can be a legitimate reason for withholding geographic
information. However, we encourage researchers to
explicitly state limitations in data availability statements
(as per TOP suggestions), while censoring the minimum
amount of geographic information and leaving remainder
accessible. As data accessibility becomes the default
and statements on access mandatory (Aalbersberg et al.,
2018), more authors will benefit from open data.

Open code
Open data benefits are further bolstered by open
reproducible analyses. The rise of programmable/
code-based analyses has enabled entirely recreatable
workflows, from data curation to publication (Alston
& Rick, 2020); but providing open code is still lagging
behind (Culina et al., 2020). A reproducible workflow
is a phenomenal resource for reviewers and future
researchers (Poisot, 2015), providing both transparency
and guidance. Open data paired with code-based
analyses enable reviewers to detect errors prior to
publication, form the backbone of future studies,
and facilitate replications (Mislan et al., 2016). When
supplied alongside a paper, code offers a supplementary
and more precise description of analysis that avoids
the ambiguous language of prose methods sections
(Archmiller et al., 2020; Ince et al., 2012). Open data
and open code are both necessary for full computational
reproducibility and the highest TOP scores for data and
analytical transparency.
Version control is an added benefit of coding
analysis: a way of recording all changes to files, with the
ability to restore previous versions, and make changes
simultaneously via branches (simultaneously existing
versions of the same file). Online repositories further
support version control such as GitHub (https://github.
com/), Bitbucket (https://bitbucket.org/), and GitLab
(https://www.gitlab.com/). These online platforms
provide an additional back-up of files and joint work space
for collaborators. Once analysis is completed, researchers
can share analysis code via citable repositories with
both reviewers and readers (Cooper et al., 2017; Poisot,
2015; White, 2015). However, GitHub and others are
non-permanent, final code storage requires long-term
solutions mirroring data storage options (Culina et al.,

Normative peer-review
Peer review is a critical avenue for these practices to
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Figure 3. Diagram illustrating where practices and benefits of open science fit within the research cycle.
become more accepted and eventually standard (Morey
et al., 2016; Poisot, 2015). We are provided with repeated
opportunities to help each other refine manuscripts,
and maximise studies’ contributions. Referring back
to guidelines for statistical reporting, data access, and
reproducible analysis can ensure a consistent normative
push towards a better body of literature (Morey et
al., 2016). By leveraging checklists we improve the
thoroughness of reviews and minimise the effort (Grey et
al., 2020; Parker et al., 2018; Percie du Sert et al., 2019).
The checklists compliment the improved reporting and
transparency guidelines (paraphrased checklist from
Parker et al., 2018):

(Parker et al., 2018). By increasing transparency our
ability to assess research quality is improved (Aalbersberg
et al., 2018); open data and analysis enable us to suggest
more targeted solutions, boosting the potency of the peer
review process. Ideally journals can source specific code
reviewers, who are fluent and familiar with the analysis
code; code reviewers’ impact would be bolstered if
combined with a two-stage review system (see registered
reports below).
Reinforce with journal policy
Journals can promote transparent policies by modifying
their author guidelines. Journal-level enforcement
(Roche et al., 2015), and clear guidelines for editors and
authors (Christian et al., 2020), are required because data
access requests are rarely fulfilled without enforcement
(Archmiller et al., 2020). Similar enforcement will likely
improve transparency in data citation and analysis code
(Culina et al., 2020).
Other journals have demonstrated how policy
changes can rapidly modify publishing practice (Nosek et
al., 2012). Several herpetology journals already require
mandatory data deposition for genetic data (e.g., African
Journal of Herpetology, Copeia [renamed to Ichthyology
and Herpetology], Herpetology Notes, Salamandra, and
South American Journal of Herpetology). Therefore,
improving TOP scores only requires expanding existing
policy rather than introducing new rules. Once journal
policy has expanded to target pro-transparency practices,
authors and peer reviewers can be supplied with
checklists to guide best practices (e.g., those provided by
PeerJ, Herpetological Conservation and Biology, Nature
Communications).
The discipline of psychology has led the charge
toward open science practices, showing successful
implementations drove normative change. For instance,

• A
 ll sample sizes (and sample subsets) are fully
reported
• M ethods are sufficiently detailed for repeated
analysis
• Statistical results are reported completely (e.g., all
variables, tests, and transformations)
• Efforts taken to reduce unconscious biases
• Sample stopping rule stated (i.e., predefined sample
size justification)
• Analysis designed prior to observing the data (e.g.,
a preregistration exists), otherwise described as
exploratory
• Suitable research methods irrespective of results
• S ample size are capable of supporting authors’
conclusions (e.g., tests are sufficiently powered)
• Estimated effect (and uncertainty) is considered in
relation to the biological context
• Unexpected results are supported by strong evidence
Deficiencies in any of the above can highlight areas to
improve reporting or where authors must acknowledge
potential biases, rather than simply necessitating rejection
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the journal Psychological Science is one of a number of
journals that began using “open science badges” to label
papers that implemented practices such as data archiving.
These badges not only help readers identify transparent
and reliable papers, but they may incentivise authors to
pursue open science to earn the badges (Blohowiak et
al., 2020; Kidwell et al., 2016).

the data, researchers’ analytical flexibility becomes
limited and the distinction between hypothesis testing
versus exploratory results becomes clearer. In addition,
obtaining a peer review prior to data collection can
generate new hypotheses, approaches for analysing the
data, and new useful covariates.
While registered reports require journal collaboration,
authors can begin restructuring their research workflow
with preregistrations. Preregistrations lack registered
reports’ level of rigor (namely the stage 1 peer review),
and the protection against journals’ prioritisation
of positive/significant results. But they do present a
powerful framework considering study design flexibility.
Preregistrations produce a record of time-stamped
a priori hypotheses that aids later peer-reviewers to
identify exploratory analysis and selective reporting
(Parker et al., 2019; Toth et al., 2020). Herpetology
journal adoption of registered reports is currently nonexistent, so authors can leverage preregistration to
improve their own practice.
The lack of incentives to review can create an
environment where submitted publications outstrip
available reviewers (Fox & Petchey, 2010; Peres-Neto,
2016); therefore, an additional review stage may seem
like a further burden. Using a wider more diverse pool
of career researchers would lessen the pressure on
individual peer reviewers (e.g., the Early Career Reviewer
Database created by Susan Perkins, Curator & Professor,
AMNH: https://sites.google.com/view/ecrdatabase/
home; Garisto, 2020; Seigel, 2016), and multi-stage
review will catch issues earlier, thus reducing the overall
effort of review during publishing (Parker et al., 2019).

Publish negative results and replications
All herpetology journals scored zero in the replication
TOP policy (Fig. 1). Following the recommendations of
TOP, journals must be open to publishing replications and
negative results (Nakagawa & Parker, 2015), dispensing
with statements encouraging novelty. If journals can
relieve the pressure for positive/significant results, the
incentives to undertake questionable practices will cease
to exist (Nilsen et al., 2020), and counter publication
biases (Nichols et al., 2019). Replications do not suffer
the lower citations rates that journals fear (Forstmeier et
al., 2017), and researchers welcome them (Fraser et al.,
2019). We argue that replication studies in herpetology
would accumulate citations faster (along with original
study) as they further validate or refute findings.
Registered reports are the most direct way to counter
publication bias (Allen & Mehler, 2018). Registered
reports remove the results from the assessment of
publication-worthiness, via a two-stage peer review:
stage 1 assesses the study methodology prior to
interacting with the data, stage 2 assesses whether the
researchers followed their proposed methodology (Fig.
4). Critically, the journal decides whether to accept the
publication at stage 1, via an “in principle acceptance”,
meaning any decision is only contingent on a solid study
design, not novel findings or significant results. The stage
1 peer review has vast benefits for researchers: we can
correct weaker methods and analyses, we can identify
journal guideline conflicts, and we can improve methods
based on overlooked literature, prior to expending time
and money on experimentation (Dirnagl, 2020).
Disassociating the results from publishing decisions
is especially valuable for countering questionable
research practices (p-hacking, HARKing, and cherrypicking). As the methods are decided prior to seeing

Closing remarks
We highlight three key avenues to enhance replicability
in herpetology: personal practice, open science, and
journal policy. The first requires author awareness. Only
by recognising the incentives that promote questionable
practices can we actively shun them. Second, share widely
and freely, promote openness and reward transparent
reporting. If we make transparency core to publishing
and peer review, we can steer practices towards a
system that amplifies error detection, provides more

Figure 4. Diagram illustrating the registered report timeline from idea to final publication. Redrawn from OSF summary
on registered reports: https://osf.io/rr/.
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insightful refinements, and builds stronger foundations
for future studies. Finally, support journals promoting
transparency, but do not allow enforcement deficiencies
to prevent us from following our own best practice to
maximise transparency. The publishing system may be
slow to change –we, as authors, editors and reviewers,
must lead. We can all enhance herpetology by adopting
and benefiting from open science.
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